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Abstract: This qualitative article discussed the collaboration skills and pedagogical solutions of Thai teachers and teacher students as those were presented during the academic year 2014–2015. Subsequently, the data were produced by teachers’ in-service activities and students’ workshops. Discussion adapted the latest research on topic, addressing two questions: (1) Do student teachers and experienced teachers see the modern collaboration skills similarly? (2) What are the main pedagogical solutions Thai teachers and teacher students tend to rely on? In brief, Thai teachers did not seem to be team workers. Sharing any professional information with colleagues was limited. Teacher students were more collaborative inside their age group. Regarding pedagogical solutions, the main trend was teacher centered. Thai teachers thought that teaching on group level also served individual needs and fostered all students’ motivation to learn. To develop learning environments to a more interactive direction, more surveys of in-service and preservice needs and skills would be needed.
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PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT
In various studies, motivating teamwork is regarded as an essential element, which enhances positive action and human performance. In addition to its teaching-related framework, this country case study also gives readers an opportunity to reflect, identify, and analyze international theories in their own case and behavior. Apart from this, how could learning environments be further developed to match into a rapidly changing working life and teamwork skills?
1. Introduction

1.1. Facilitating the study—background situation
Given the opportunity to work in constant collaboration with various educational institutions as well as with faculty members in several Thai universities, the research and teaching years in Thailand 2013–2015 offered an interesting field for closer listening and observation of Thai educators and, in particular, their in-service training teamwork presentations. The period in question gave also an opportunity to reflect the teachers’ presentations and interests in in-service occasions which took place in 6–7 different institutions. Processes and conclusion remarks in mentioned workshops and trainings that educational stakeholders and institutions organized (2013–2015) and invited a visiting professor and colleagues to facilitate, revealed repeatedly some characteristics worth of contributing and sharing with colleagues in Thailand and, in particular, elsewhere. This paper does not aim to focus on—or pay special attention to—any particular institution or teachers’ group but is based on various teamwork tasks, assessments, outcomes and conversations by teaching professionals in Thailand. Professionals include both the teachers who work at schools and 5th year university student teachers after their six months of teaching practice year. In addition, a few workshops for administration and school managers were included in 2014.

1.2. Goals, terms and research questions
The goal of this contribution is to discuss in brief the repeatedly presented workshop core findings in the field of Thai education, ranging from elementary grades to higher education studies. The core data for these research findings were initiated and contributed by teachers, administrators, and student teachers from university teacher education programs as identifiable main trends and negotiated views of the professionals 2013–2015. Second, this presentation aims to understand those trends and their possible reasons and consequences in the light of qualitative approach. Finally, this article will suggest some ways to further develop solutions for some consideration. To name the main areas of the observed, analyzed and discussed presentations and information, this paper deals with teachers’ collaboration skills (cf. 21st century skills; Darling-Hammond, 2010) and collaboration in institutions and, second, pedagogical solutions (Kansonen, 2008; also Niemi, 2012; Vibulphol, Loima, Areesophonpichet, & Rukspollmuang, 2015). While skills may overall be characterized as tools that enable all kinds of learning in modern institutions, pedagogical solutions here mean the decisions that a single teacher, or a group of teachers, make in any learning environment to enhance the learning opportunities and support the students. Collaboration skills should naturally enhance the teamwork of teachers.

In brief, this paper addressed two research questions (RQs) for the data discussion:

(1) Do student teachers and professional teachers see the modern collaboration skills similarly?
(2) What are the main pedagogical solutions Thai teachers and teacher students tend to rely on?

1.3. Data collection and discussion in a qualitative nutshell
How were the data collected? In addition to previously presented, more than 20 workshops altogether at schools, in Educa 2014–2015 presentations and workshops, in in-service events arranged by various stakeholders, and other training occasions the participating teachers, administration and student teachers were asked to briefly summarize and present their teamwork outcomes to their colleagues. The data were the documentation (notes) and summary of those in a written and electronic
format. Presented teamwork diagrams and analyzing patterns were collected with the permission of the participants for further analysis and research purposes. In terms of research ethics no names, institutions, persons or any confidential information that would make identification possible has been contributed or documented to outsiders, when analyzing and also sharing the data in some other connections. Rather than relying on a heavy research-based reference pattern or academic discussion based on studies made elsewhere than in Thailand, this contribution aimed to give space for workshop outcomes and learning processes they may initialize in the light of contemporary studies from inside Thai education. This solution was based on the research outcomes 2014–2015 that showed some peculiar characteristics in Thai education and learning (Loima & Vibulphol, 2014, 2016; Nenthien & Loima, 2016; cf. Palmer, 2009; Reeve, 2009). Consequently, some international studies on skills and teacher education development were added to the discussion for a larger framework and readers’ possible interest on further studies and their utilization purposes in various contexts.

2. Teachers and their collaboration in institutions

2.1. Main trends of professional behavior: Solos

An existing working culture mainstream that was revealed in various teamwork presentations from elementary schools to higher education professors and teaching staff was a shared experience that teachers, or researchers, do not collaborate with each other as any team of colleagues or even individually. While this was the common experience among more than 1,000 participants from all the mentioned educational groups, there were also a handful of exceptions. In those few institutions or inner team cases, teaching staff of 4–6 people shared their experiences, best practices and working life problems or worries as well as other information they were willing to share. Unwilling sharing did not take place. On the other hand, a similar non-sharing atmosphere was typical for the faculty researchers, who did not know what their colleagues were studying—or how they could use the new research-based information in their higher education development. No administration orders neither suggestions were needed to facilitate this kind of voluntary, small-scale collaboration of a few teachers that seemed to have similar kinds of mindsets and opinions on the teaching and learning. In conclusion, collaborative skills were developed only inside of those teams in which the teachers “liked” to enhance them. Quite much the same “liking” was a factor that had an enhancing motivational support for the learning of 9th grade students in Bangkok, but also countrywide (Loima & Vibulphol, 2014, 2016). Apart from global educational research trends and suggestions (Dede, 2010; Kansanen, 2008; Niemi, 2012; Pearlman, 2010), Thai teachers preferred to work alone. They also preferred to share information with the colleagues that were liked by them—and who liked them in return. The same trend was evident in more successful learning classrooms of basic education 9th graders. Irrespective of the so obvious need to “belong”, they selected the team they wanted to belong inside the institutions (cf. Alderman, 2008; Loima & Vibulphol, 2014, 2016; Niemi, 2012; also Salmela-Aro, 2009).

2.2. Administrative support did not matter

On the other hand, in those cases in which administrators expressed their willingness to support the teachers’ collaboration, the teaching staff from the same institutions did not seem to have followed these urges systematically (cf. Alderman, 2008; Pearlman, 2010; workshop notes, October 2014; in-service training notes October and December, 2014, January, February and April 2015). The highest levels and most eager willingness to collaborate was found among 460 university students teachers, out of whom several workshop presentations spoke for sharing best practices and lesson planning. Assessment was very seldom discussed together by student teachers, however. It maybe was seen more to be on the teaching practice tutors’ responsibilities (Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University (CU), n.d.). The student teachers related that sharing with people from the same, or closest, age groups and background experiences was easier for them (cf. Niemi, 2012; workshop presentations in November 2014–January 2015). This finding was similar to the highest motivation and learning findings in the classrooms of 9th graders in Thailand (Loima & Vibulphol, 2016). To “belong” and earn a “membership” in a learning team or other classroom sub-group, the students made the difference that sometimes lead to non-formal feedback other than learning goals or curricula indicated (Loima & Vibulphol, 2016; also Salmela-Aro, 2009).
Instead of seeing a colleague as a support and trustee, teaching professionals as well as administrators described their lonely feelings in front of challenges and problems that the institutions, their development during the school year periods, occurring changes that students—or pupils—were having or had had. Consequently, the problem-solving attempts remained in most cases on the individual level, and no shared “best practices” from any manuals were presented in any of the workshop presentations nor institutions. Problem-solving seemed to be a situation-based interest (Niemiec & Ryan, 2009; Reeve, 2009). A careful willingness to share was described to exist but in most cases it had preliminary conditions such as privacy, trusted friend or—as an obstacle—cultural difference that may rise from the age, gender, position, subject boundaries or gained experience. Even if the teachers worked together during the in-service day workshops, they told that they have not been doing that kind of collaboration or sharing in their every-day working life (cf. Niemi, 2012; Palmer, 2009; Salmela-Aro, 2009; Senge, 1990).

2.3. Loneliness already in university culture?

Apart from “lonely professional teachers”, another finding regarding skills was a bit paradoxical. While all the stakeholders—teachers, administration and students—saw the importance of learning organization characteristics, knowhow and professional development (e.g. Pearlman, 2010; cf. Senge, 1990), it was in practice more a private matter and working culture than a common and shareable benefit for all. In terms of developing a real, sharing institutional culture the Thai university teacher education faculties and programs will likely have the most crucial role (Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University (CU), n.d.). If the collaboration skills and attitudes were not deeply learned during the pre-service years, it seemed to be highly unlikely that they would be promoted in an institutional atmosphere of any institution, in which different age groups will work together but seemingly not “share” together (cf. Pearlman, 2010; Senge, 1990).

In schools, as learning organizations, it simply may be about merely “learning” how to listen to other colleagues with an adaptive and adjusting attitude. Consequently, how to develop teamwork (collaborative) skills and share one’s best performances with colleagues. Furthermore, how to participate actively in strategic planning and share the visions that have been or will be mutually agreements (Darling-Hammond, 2010; Senge, 1990). Those in addition to a few self-leadership skills may make an institution change to a more prompt, responsible, developing and functioning collaborative forum. As Alderman (2008) contributed, a successful school culture has a deep understanding of care-taking about its learners, including all adolescents, beyond the curricula. Finally, all the staff would need a certain kind of internal motivation to work persistently for the organizational good thus benefiting a lot indirectly in terms of learning culture (Alderman, 2008; Loima & Vibulphol, 2016; cf. Salmela-Aro, 2009).

On the other hand, while critical thinking skills repeatedly were lifted up to TOP 3 lists in university student teachers’ works and presentations (workshop presentations November 2014–January 2015), the same thinking skills showed low correlation with an unnamed institution, in which 78 teachers were asked about problem-solving and self-assessment, while the other fields of in-service training teamwork discussion were, for example, overall commitment, information literacy and individual (personal) encouragement. Figure 1 presents the students’ views first.

2.4. Skills matter—don’t they?

University student teachers emphasized in their teamwork tasks skills like critical thinking, communication, media fluency—and adaptation or curiosity (Darling-Hammond & Adamsson, 2014; cf. Pearlman, 2010). Communication had two main functions. First, it was seen to be a teacher communicating effectively with the students—one way. Second, it was regarded to be a collegial communication of the teachers—as an interactive process. During this data collection student teachers’ teams were randomly comprised from 8–10 student teachers from various majors. Subject matter had no main role in their presentation of teachers’ most important competencies and skills—or their meaningfulness. Regardless of the numerical imbalance in the skills that were presented by more
than 450 student teachers and, on the other hand, the working cultures 78 experienced teachers presented as their analysis in another institution, it remains highly interesting to see how different groups have developed their working cultures and understandings.

How was the importance of the skills seen? Student teachers represented their pre-service learning outcomes and visions, while experienced teachers reflected on the basis of their teaching practice years in an institution (Vibulphol et al., 2015). In conclusion, the teaching experience seemed to reduce the willingness for collaboration and skill development that would further enhance cooperative measurements. The longer the experience was, the lower was the willingness to share. In their spoken feedback the university student teachers recognized the same trend—or discouragement given to them at teaching practice schools by their tutoring teachers, if they expressed their willingness for interdisciplinary collaboration (cf. Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University (CU), n.d.; McCarthy, 2013; Niemi, 2012; workshop presentations November 2014–January 2015). In the light of these trends, one may ask, whether this discouragement is one of the goals—or learners’ “desirable characteristics”, as it is officially termed in Thailand—for teacher education and teaching practice feedback of university students (see Figure 2).

While problem-solving was not seen as a reflective or sharable skill, the self-assessment done alone or in a small team of teachers was even less of a collaborative practice by nature. A strong trend for individualized input was evident. Approximately every third teacher did kind of self-assessment based on something other than personal feelings—like a colleague’s advice—during the problem-solving process. On the other hand, high levels of commitment indicated also high teachers’ professional ethics and individual morality. Almost every teacher recognized personal encouragement to be a (personal) skill they used often when facing difficulties. In conclusion, the overall scale of the skills in this institution outlined the working culture, in which the teacher worked alone, took responsibilities alone, made solutions alone and did not share positive or other feedback with colleagues by him/herself as a natural means of collaboration (Loima & Vibulphol, 2016; cf. Pearlman, 2010; Niemi, 2012; Skinner, Chi, & The Learning-Gardens Educational Assessment Group, 2012).
3. Teachers’ pedagogical solutions

3.1. Methods or pedagogy?
When pedagogical solutions were reflected upon in institutional teams, the main trend was in most cases teacher-centered pedagogy. Regardless of the team composition, the teacher was seen to be the main actor in the classroom. Only a few teams spoke for teacher’s facilitative activities in the data from in-services of teachers. On the other hand, quite often the teachers were seen as teaching professionals who should have the “correct” answers and make correction immediately, if the student gave an other than expected answer (cf. Loima & Vibulphol, 2016).

Randomly selected 36 teachers from four main regions of Thailand were asked about their motivational strategies in classroom situation. They could select several alternatives simultaneously from the framework of eight working methods. They were also asked to assess their students’ learning during the pedagogical and enhancing methods chosen. The main trends are presented in Figure 3.

The main motivating tendency in this data was to see students as a class entity and treat them as a group. At the same time, and quite often, teachers tended to think that they are also supporting individual learning autonomy when they let the students work after instructions in a whole class size group. In some cases, teamwork enabled students to collaborate and this was another way to support on an individual level, when the teacher had time to talk with the students one by one. Regardless of their years of experience they seemed to think in the same way. Quite discouraging, or externally categorizing from the viewpoint of students, was a popular pedagogical solution to correct the “wrong” answers immediately, if they were other than expected. Subsequently, a lot of the potential knowhow of students was left unused (cf. Kansanen, 2008; Loima & Vibulphol, 2014, 2016; also Nenthien & Loima, 2016; Niemi, 2012). There was an option to let other students complete the answer that seemed to have been not the expected one, but no-one of these 20 “correcting” teachers used it. In a broader context, one may ask whether the group-level methodologies replace the more interactive communication and specific pedagogical thinking (Loima & Vibulphol, 2016; Nenthien & Loima, 2016; cf. Niemi, 2012; also Skinner et al., 2012).
3.2. Pedagogical needs—submitted to the culture?
Finally, an interesting finding in terms of classroom dynamics was that teachers felt that teaching on a group level served as a motivating strategy for individual students. They felt they were enhancing students’ internal interest and desire to learn more when using external rewards. In a recent case study in Thailand, the students in Bangkok said that the more controlling the teacher was, the lower their motivation was. A regional motivation survey in Thailand indicated that the crucial matter for students’ learning and motivation was the similar understanding of their skills, learning and motivation they shared with the teacher during the lesson. In addition to liking, this enhanced the motivation (Loima & Vibulphol, 2014, 2016). In other words, enabling or supporting was not encouraging enough in Thai classrooms, if the assessment of the learning culture on individual and group levels did not match with students’ feelings (cf. Assor, Kaplan, & Roth, 2002; Nenthien & Loima, 2016). To get a better perspective, teachers’ pedagogical solutions may be viewed from university student teachers’ presentations. While in-service teachers spoke more about classroom management, student teachers more often gave space and trusted collaborative, student-centered methods. Out of 36 presented future descriptions, 20 supported student-centered solutions and skills to enhance them as teachers, providing essential pedagogical skills for the future. It means that 66% of the future teachers were ready to develop such, if the culture in institutions would allow them to do so (Nenthien & Loima, 2016; cf. Pearlman, 2010; Vibulphol et al., 2015; workshop presentations November 2014–January 2015). On the other hand, the student teachers emphasized the institutional culture and its “limitations” for free thinking. Consequently, their preferable pedagogy had a precondition and obstacle in terms of institutional “culture”.

4. Conclusions and suggestions
The main trends of this multi-institutional survey have showed that Thai teachers—and researchers—preferred to work alone, trusted themselves in problem-solving and in challenges as well. In addition, they felt “lonely” and pedagogically tended to support students on a classroom group level. Methodological mainstream was to see the classroom group level as the main forum of activities which would, subsequently, filter and nourish the individual motivation and learning needs of teachers and students as well.

On the other hand, pre-service student teachers have shown outstanding readiness for other kinds of pedagogical solutions and classroom atmosphere construction—asking for support and encouragement from other students and/or senior colleagues in schools. If the collegial support would not exist, they may get easily discouraged by the “work alone and quietly” culture of the discussed teacher rooms and silent university corridors. No change would then emerge in the institutions and learning atmosphere or communication as interaction. Administrative support alone was not encouraging enough. Consequently, Thai students who already by now have seemingly realized the differences of the outside “real world” with interactive, online virtual environments (Line, Instagram, Facebook) from formal education and classroom cultures with correct knowhow and suitable answers, will play their predictable student roles at schools as expected by teachers and administrators.

As a result of this kind of “double standards” situation and behavioristic understanding of learning in a group of 8–40 students, no real and modern, innovative learning skills or pedagogical thinking will emerge permanently to the classrooms or learning institutions. Once the dynamics are not progressive or innovative but more predictable, the learning outcomes also will remain at a quite modest level, as international comparisons have shown.

Teacher educators and institutional administrators have the keys to a change, however. Giving space and permission, encouraging new interdisciplinary projects and learning environments may together produce outstanding changes in attitudes. So will the change of content pedagogy, if the future teachers were encouraged to give space and active co-facilitating roles for their students. As a result, the educational policy could bear more learning fruits. The attitudes are all that matter in this change for more comparable learning outcomes. If a Thai teacher was up to now a solo worker, s/he should gain teamwork skills and work in a flexible way in any of the institutions. General and
individualized in-service training programs could serve in fostering the pedagogy to the levels that younger, adaptive generations are ready to step on.

To start with, central education administration should urgently give more space and approving understanding to all local levels from elementary education to universities and encourage teachers and teacher educators to perform in a more innovative and creative way. Furthermore, teachers should be sharing the already existing best practices to make their learning institutions more effective and supportive. The ideas and reforms that come top-down, will in most cases just disappear and fade away, since the teaching staff has had no role in moderating them, not to mention motivation or new content requirements. Outsiders should pay less attention to solemn education policy manifestos and focus more on learning skills that enhance motivation, improve classroom working atmosphere and give space for different kind of thinking—and learning manners. Finally, less content and more innovative, focused collaboration would serve the future society much better than an expected outcome from the previous century school experiences. Innovation is somewhat else than expected, even in terms of collaboration. Isn't education for the common good, after all?
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